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Chapter 42 She Felt Aggrieved

Arya leaned back in her makeup chair and said, “I can keep you here, but if you go behind my back and betray me, you’ll bear all

the consequences.”

Julia nervously lowered her head. She was completely astounded by Arya.

In a calm voice, Arya suddenly said, “Show me the advertisement contract.”

“Huh?” Julia was shocked for a moment. Then, she realized that Arya was referring to that lingerie advertisement. She gulped

and took out the contract from her bag. She originally thought of several ways to pressure Arya to sign the contract.

After handing her the contract, unexpectedly Arya signed it without even reading it.

“You agree to do this lingerie advertisement? You haven’t read the content …” Julia suddenly felt that she didn’t understand Arya.

“Since the contract was arranged especially for me, is there a difference if I read it or not?” Arya’s mind was very clear. Even if

she refused, Daniel would have other ways to make her agree. So it was better to accept it and think of another way of how to

deal with it.

“You only need to deal with the related schedules, every little detail must be remembered clearly!” Arya instructed calmly, “There

is only one thing you need to be clear about, you’re either with me or be Daniel and Caroline’s spy.”

Julia was stunned. This may probably the reason why Caroline’s popularity was decreasing each passing day, while for Arya, it

was the opposite!

After considering her options carefully, she replied firmly, “Don’t worry, I will do it well.”

Arya nodded and stood up, then turned to Julia. She warned her, “The people around me have to be smart and efficient without

doing unnecessary things.”

In other words, don’t go around and cause unnecessary trouble for her.

Julia’s face turned pale. She had never met an artist who made plans for themselves. She felt that in the future, Brilliant

Entertainment would definitely be crushed by Arya.

As soon as Arya and Luna got in the car, Arya showed her tiredness.

Luna was worried about her health. “They …”

“Luna, it’s over.” Arya turned with her deep emotion was well concealed and said slowly, “I felt like I never knew who the person

was in the office.”

“He still wants to freeze me.”

“These kind of people should have gone to hell sooner!” Luna blasted as she couldn’t hold it anymore. “No need to worry about

those things anymore. Our future path will get broader and brighter.”

“I want to be the one who controls my emotions willingly too.” Arya closed her eyes. “Send me home. I’m tired.”

Arya never regretted the path she chose but she had sacrificed dearly due to her ignorance and blindness.

She knew Daniel’s way of doing things ad it would definitely not be limited. She also knew as long as Caroline had a request, he

would agree to it a hundred times over. But before that can happen, Arya needs to do is to completely restrict all opportunities for

Caroline.

…

When Allen arrived home from work, Arya was curled up on the sofa with the lounge room lights dimmed. As he took off his coat,

he saw Arya was hugging herself tightly with her head down.

She felt aggrieved.

Allen sat beside her and embraced her in his arms, “You know you can rely on me. I will be your safe haven and protect you. So

if you ever want to cry, I’ll be here for you.”
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